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ABSTRACT: 

Machine learning is the ability of a machine to improve its own performance through the use of a software that 

employs artificial intelligence techniques. In practice, this involves creating programs that optimize a performance criterion 

through the analysis of data. Support vector machine (SVM) is the machine learning algorithm used for creating the 

classification model from training data. In this paper, Support Vector Machine and Naïve Bayes algorithms are used for 

classification of mushrooms. Mushroom Expert System is developed for classification of mushrooms and to predict the class 

of mushrooms on submission of characteristics of the mushrooms. Programmed interviews are conducted with domain 

experts to build the knowledge base for the mushroom expert system. Performances of both algorithms are evaluated on 

mushroom data in fold cross-validation. This system is a web based application for online users and developed with JSP as 

front end and MySQL as backend.    
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I. INTRODUCTION 

1. Machine Learning:  

  Machine Learning [4] is the study of how computer programs can improve their performance automatically through 

experience. In practice, this involves creating programs that optimize a performance criterion through the analysis of data. 

Several applications such as Face recognition, Speech recognition and Optimize robot behavior have been developed to 
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exhibit useful types learning. The important issue in development of expert system is knowledge acquisition from the experts 

to build the knowledge base. One technique to the knowledge acquisition is direct injection method in which knowledge is 

collected form domain experts by conducting interviews. But it is time consuming process. Instead, machine learning 

algorithms are used to learn from its past experience. Some of the machines learning algorithms are Genetic Algorithm [11], 

Decision Tree Algorithm [12], Optimization Algorithm [13], Adaptive Boosting Algorithm [14], Bagging Algorithm [15] and 

Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm, Bayesian Classifier Algorithm. 

 

2. Expert System: 

The expert system [3] is a knowledge system which takes computer as a tool and makes use of the expertise and 

knowledge consequence to comprehend and solve the problem. It imitates the macroscopically inferential activity of expert, 

and uses computer to inference realm knowledge which is conformed to the model described.  Expert system is consists of 

four parts, Knowledge base, inference engine, knowledge acquisition and explaining interface with the knowledge base and 

inference engine as its kernel. Increasing the reliability of the systems and lowering the time consumption of the farmers in 

going to Mycologists for the suggestions, the proposed system provides a good interface for getting the relevant information 

suggested by the experts. With machine learning, however we turn all that on its head and get computers to program 

themselves thus leads to user satisfaction.  

 

3. Support Vector Machines (SVM): 
 SVM [2, 5] is a classification, technique that is originated as an implementation of Vapnik’s (1995) structural risk 

minimization principle. SVM are based on mapping input space to a high-dimensional feature space where linear separation is 

easier than input space. SVM have been used successfully for the solution of many problems. Consider a training set T= {X i  

,Yi }
N

i=1, where Xi    is a real-valued n dimensional input vector (i.e.  Xi Є R 
n
) and y Є {+1,-1} is a label that determines the 

class of Xi. The SVM employed for two class problems are based on hyper planes to separate the data. The hyper plane is 

determined by an orthogonal vector w and a bias b, which defines the points that satisfy . By finding a hyper 

plane that maximizes the margin of separation q, it is intuitively expected that the classifier will have better generalization 

ability. The hyper plane with the largest margin on the training set can be completely determined by the nearest points to the 

hyper plane. Two such points are  and  and they are called support vectors (SV). Therefore, in its simplest form, SVM 

learn linear decision rules as  

F(x) = sign (W
t
. X +b) so that (W, b) are determined to classify correctly the training examples and to maximize q. The margin 

q can be calculated as          

                                       q =   

So,   Minimize  Subject to:   to get the maximum marginal classifier so we introduced Lagrange 

Function for the SVM quadratic problem with linear constraints as follows 

 
Where, Lagrange multiplier,  ≥ 0 

For L to be maximized, only training examples with = 0 (support vectors) will have   ≠ 0. As practical 

problems are not likely to be linearly separable, the linear SVM has been extended to a nonlinear version by mapping the 

training data to an expanded feature space using a nonlinear transformation .Then, the maximum margin classifier of the 

data in the new space can be determined. With this procedure, the data that are non-separable in the original space may 

become separable in
 
the expanded feature space. Since the training algorithm only depend on data through dot products. We 

can use a “kernel function” K such that 

 
The most commonly used function for the dot product is the RBF kernel. 

 However, depending on the type of nonlinear mapping, the training points may not happen to be linearly 

separable, even in the expanded feature space. In this case, it will be impossible to find a linear classifier. Therefore, a new 

cost function is introduced, 

 

N non-negative slack variables  are introduced to allow for training errors. C is a preselected positive penalty factor. 

4. Naïve Bayes algorithm:  

Bayesian Classifiers are statistical classifiers based on Bayes theorem A naive Bayes classifier works on principle of 

independence assumptions that is the presence (or absence) of a particular feature of a class is unrelated to the presence (or 

absence) of any other feature. It classifies the data based on the probability estimation function given the class prior 

probabilities. For each possible class label, multiply together the conditional probability of each feature, given the class label. 

This means, for us to implement the classifier, all we need to do, is compute these individual conditional probabilities for each 
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label, for each feature, p( Fi | Cj), and multiply them together with the prior probability for that label p(Cj). The label for 

which we get the largest product, is the label returned by the classifier. In order to compute these individual conditional 

probabilities the Maximum Likelihood Estimation method is used.  

 

II. KNOWLEDGE BASE 

  

Knowledge base contains the data acquired from the domain experts. The information is collected from the experts by 

programmed interviews. The knowledge base of Mushroom Expert System contains the characteristics and class of 

mushrooms. The characteristics of the mushrooms and their class are represented in tabular format as shown. 

 

S. No Characteristics Class of mushroom 

1 Cap-shape is convex , cap-surface is smooth,  cap-color is 

yellow, bruises  are true, odor is almond, gill-attachment is 

free , gill-spacing is close,  gill-size is broad, gill-color is 

black, stalk-shape is enlarging, stalk-root is club, stalk-

surface-above-ring is smooth, stalk-surface-below-ring is 

smooth, stalk-color-above ring is white, stalk-color-below-

ring is white,  veil-type is partial, veil-color is white, ring-

number is one, ring-type is pendant , spore-print-color is 

brown,  population is  numerous and habitat is grasses 

  

 

 Edible 

2 Cap-shape is convex , cap-surface is smooth, cap-color is 

brown, bruises  are true, odor is pungent, gill-attachment is 

free , gill-spacing is close,  gill-size is narrow, gill-color is 

black, stalk-shape is enlarging, stalk-root is equal, stalk-

surface-above-ring is smooth, stalk-surface-below-ring is 

smooth, stalk-color-above ring is white, stalk-color-below-

ring is white,  veil-type is partial, veil-color is white, ring-

number is one, ring-type is pendant , spore-print-color is 

black,  population is  scattered and habitat is urban 

 

Poisonous 

3 Cap-shape is flat ,  cap-surface is scaly, cap-color is yellow, 

bruises  are false, odor is fishy, gill-attachment is free , gill-

spacing is close,  gill-size is broad, gill-color is gray, stalk-

shape is enlarging, stalk-root is bulbous, stalk-surface-

above-ring is silky, stalk-surface-below-ring is silky, stalk-

color-above ring is pink, stalk-color-below-ring is pink,  

veil-type is partial, veil-color is white, ring-number is one, 

ring-type is large, spore-print-color is chocolate,  population 

is  solitary and habitat is grasses 

 

Poisonous 

 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maximum_likelihood
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The information collected from the experts is stored in the database table as rules .The rules are in the form as shown below. 

Rule 1: Cap-shape is x , cap-surface is s,  cap-color is y, bruises  are t, odor is a, gill-attachment is f , gill-spacing is c,  gill-

size is b, gill-color is k, stalk-shape is e, stalk-root is c, stalk-surface-above-ring is s, stalk-surface-below-ring is s, stalk-

color-above ring is w, stalk-color-below-ring is w,  veil-type is p, veil-color is w, ring-number is o, ring-type is p , spore-

print-color is b,  population is  n and habitat is g. 

Then Edible 

 

Rule 2: Cap-shape is x , cap-surface is s, cap-color is b, bruises  are t, odor is p, gill-attachment is f , gill-spacing is c,  gill-

size is n, gill-color is k, stalk-shape is e, stalk-root is e, stalk-surface-above-ring is s, stalk-surface-below-ring is s, stalk-

color-above ring is w, stalk-color-below-ring is w,  veil-type is p, veil-color is w, ring-number is o, ring-type is p , spore-

print-color is k,  population is  s and habitat is u 

Then Poisonous 

 

Rule 3: Cap-shape is f ,  cap-surface is y, cap-color is y, bruises  are f, odor is f, gill-attachment is f , gill-spacing is c,  gill-

size is b, gill-color is y, stalk-shape is e, stalk-root is b, stalk-surface-above-ring is k, stalk-surface-below-ring is k, stalk-

color-above ring is p, stalk-color-below-ring is p,  veil-type is p, veil-color is w, ring-number is o, ring-type is l, spore-print-

color is h,  population is  y and habitat is g. 

Then Poisonous 

         

 The Table depicts the part of data that have collected from the Domain experts for the classification. The attributes or 

columns of the database table are the different characteristics of the mushrooms and their values are of the type nominal 

(characters). 

 

III. Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) 

         

SMO [7] solves the Lagrange Function by decomposing it into sub problems and solving the smallest possible 

optimization problem, involving two Lagrange multipliers, at each step. 

 

 Select two α parameters: α i  and α j 

 Repeat while passes<maxpasses 

                 For   i = 1……m 

                            Select                      for from i=1……m 

                            Select α i  at random 

                            If αi does not fulfill KKT conditions                  

                   Then   select α j   from remaining (m-1) α’s 

                    End for. 

                   Compute α = (αi +αj)/2 

                  End while.   

 Select the threshold b such that both   i 
th

   and j 
th

 examples satisfy KKT conditions 

 The KKT conditions are 

 

                α  = 0             =>           y (w
T
 + b) > 1  

                α  = C            =>           y (w
T
 x + b) < 1  

               0< α < C         =>           y (w
T
 x + b) = 1 

Pseudo code for the SMO algorithm: 

         Input: 

                    C: regularization parameter 

                   tol: numerical tolerance 

     max passes: max # of times to iterate over ’s                             without changing 

                 (x 
(1)

, y
(1)

), . . . , (x
(m)

, y
(m)

): training data 

         Output: 

                    R
m

: Lagrange multipliers for solution 

                  b  R
 
: threshold for solution 

 Initialize  = 0, i, b = 0. 

        Initialize passes = 0. 

 while (passes < max passes) 

                  num_changed_alphas = 0. 

         For  i = 1, . . .m, 

         Calculate Ei = f(x
(i)

) − y
(i)
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 if ((y
(i)

Ei < −tol &&  < C) || (y
(i)

Ei > tol &&  > 0)) 

                  Select j ≠ i randomly. 

                Calculate Ej = f(x
(j)

) − y
(j)

  

            Save old α’s:      
 (old) 

=  and 
 (old) =

  Compute L and H {if y
i  

 ≠ y
j  

  L=max 0, -  ),                                                        

H=min(C, C+   -    )  

Otherwise L=max (0,   +   -C ), H=min(C,    +    ) 

 if (L == H)      

                           Continue to next i. 

    Compute ŋ 

   if (ŋ  >= 0) 

                       Continue to next i. 

      Compute and clip new value for  

    if (|  − α
(old)

 | < 10
−5

) 

               Continue to next i. 

 Determine value for   

 Compute b1 and b2 

 Compute b  

 num_changed_alphas = num_changed_alphas+1 

          end if 

   end for 

    if (num_ changed_ alphas == 0) 

                 Passes = Passes + 1 

     Else 

                   Passes = 0 

 end while 

The flow diagram of the proposed SMO algorithm used in development of Mushroom Expert System is shown in Fig: 2. on 

giving the training data as input to the algorithm and calculates the value of α   and b fro the classification of data. 

 

Fig2: SVM-based classification using SMO 
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IV. COMPARATIVE STUDY 

 The performance of the SVM classifier using SMO and Naïve Bayes classifier on Mushroom data set is evaluated 

using the accuracies obtained in each fold of the cross-fold validation. The 10-fold cross validation is performed on mushroom 

data meaning that the whole training dataset is divided into 10 subsets of equal length, each of which was in turn used as an 

independent test data set. In each subset 75 % data is used for training the classifier and 25 % data is used for testing the 

classifier.   

No. of 

 folds 

Accuracy using Svm classifier (%) Accuracy using Naïve Bayes classifier (%) 

2 87.2 82.4 

3 86.4 82.6 

4 86.4 82.1 

5 87.7 82.4 

6 86.3 82.4 

7 86.3 81.1 

8 86.4 82.6 

9 86.3 83.0 

10 86.7 82.4 

Table 1: Accuracy values 

 A graph is drawn between the accuracies and No. of folds that were obtained in each fold while performing the 

classification on mushroom data as shown below based on the values of obtained while performing the fold wise cross 

validation.  

 

Fig3: Graph describing the performances of SVM and Naïve Bayes 

             Based on above graph, the SVM Classifier gives better accuracy when compared to Naïve Bayes classifier on 

mushroom data. So, SVM based classification is used for the prediction of unclassified or new instances. 
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V. MUSHROOM EXPERT SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
  

 The Mushroom Expert System, SVM and Naive Bayes algorithms are implemented to classify the mushroom data. 

Basing on the classification model the system can predict the class of mushrooms on submission of Mushroom characteristics. 

This system consists of SVM classification model, SMO algorithm and knowledge base which are used in the inference 

mechanism as shown in Fig3. 

 

 
Fig4: Mushroom Expert System Architecture 

 

VI. RESULTS 

 

By applying the proposed algorithm SMO the results are below 

 
Fig 5: screenshot for selection of characteristics of Mushrooms 

Description: In this screenshot, user can submit the characteristics of the mushrooms by selecting options in the dropdown list. 
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Fig 6: screenshot that displays the class of mushrooms as result 

Description: In this screen shot, the algorithm classifies the given input as Poisonous mushrooms and advices user on eating 

them.  

VII. CONCLUSION 

 

This paper presents a new application domain for the use of SVM. In this, SVM used for the classification of training 

data and predicting the class of new instance based on the classification model built by SVM on training process .Experiments 

have conducted  on the  mushrooms data shows that SVM gives better accuracy when compared to Naïve Bayer’s algorithm. 

The performance of the SVM classifier is evaluated using the accuracy. The results obtained shows that SVM is an efficient 

tool for this application domain.  
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